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Abstract 
Beeri, C. and Y. Kornatzky, Algebraic optimization of object-oriented query languages, Theoretical 
Computer Science 116 (1993) 59-94. 
Advanced database applications demand new data modeling constructs beyond those available in 
relational databases. These include both new data structures, e.g. arrays and quadtrees, and an 
integration with the object-oriented programming paradigm. Declarative object-oriented query 
languages transfer the burden of choosing an efficient execution plan to the database query 
optimizer. The lack of a generally accepted object-oriented data model and the trend towards 
extensible systems demand an extensible framework for object-oriented query optimization. We 
suggest such an algebraic optimization framework which is based on the computational metaphor of 
processing bulk data. Bulk data are defined using an abstract definition of the notion of data 
collection which includes familiar and novel types of bulk data. In particular, we integrate neatly 
object-oriented notions such as object identity and user-defined methods. To obtain generally 
applicable results, we use an FP-like language in which programs are constructed from primitive 
functions using a fixed set of functional forms. The latter abstract common patterns of processing 
data collections. The resulting algebra of programs generalizes for any data collection the known 
laws for transforming relational queries. We go beyond FP by allowing data structures containing 
functions, thus supporting the optimization of programs required in database programming envi- 
ronments. 
Whereas the initial attempts at constructing object-oriented database systems 
provided only navigational programming languages for manipulating data [S, 431, 
recent research has emphasized the importance of high-level declarative query 
languages [l, 14,181. These declarative languages, like those of the relational model, 
transfer the burden of choosing an efficient execution plan for a query to the database 
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system. This causes a resurrection of the query optimization problem, studied in the 
context of the relational data model [57]. While object-oriented models and their 
languages are more powerful than their relational counterparts, our thesis is that 
algebraic optimization of such languages can be achieved through a direct generaliz- 
ation of relational query optimization techniques. 
Algebraic optimization is concerned with transforming expressions into equivalent 
ones regardless of how the data are organized inside the database. Such transforma- 
tions relate to the particular data structures and operators of the data model at hand. 
The lack of a generally accepted object-oriented data model and the trend towards 
extensible database systems [9, 151 force a generalization from the myriad detail and 
idiosyncrasies of the existing models in order to obtain generally applicable results. 
Analyzing the computational paradigm supported by database systems, we observe 
that it is based on representing and processing bulk data (data collections). Accord- 
ingly, a general optimization framework should be based on a definition of data and 
processing abstractions appropriate for data collections. We proceed by viewing 
a data collection as an instance of a (parametrized) abstract data type, defined by the 
application of a data constructor to some elements. This provides a clean formulation 
of familiar kinds of bulk data such as relations and arrays, and of novel ones such as 
quadtrees. 
The database language to be employed by the model could generalize the existing 
languages along two possible directions. The first is to include all useful data types 
and the operators manipulating them, obtaining the largest possible model. This 
approach is bound to be found limited in face of the need for an extensible model. 
Moreover, the general nature of algebraic transformations will be obscured by their 
restatement in terms of different but similar operators over different data constructors; 
e.g. does filter (selection) commute with product for every data collection (lists, 
relations)? A better approach, which we take in this paper, is to select a small number 
of bulk data processing abstractions, and structure the language around these. The 
formal machinery we use is an FP-like language [S]. FP is a functional language in 
which the only way to construct new functions is through a small and fixed set of 
functional forms which produce new functions from given ones. By selecting our 
functional forms to correspond to common database processing abstractions, while 
allowing an open-ended collection of primitive functions (for atomic and composite 
types), we achieve an extensible yet structured database language. This structuring of 
the space of query expressions and the space of data types facilitates the discovery of 
common transformations over analogous operators for different composite types. 
This facilitates the construction of rule-based query optimizers [26,30,42]. 
The equivalences we state generalize those familiar in the relational model. They are 
concerned essentially with the optimization of iterations over data collections that are 
the predominant factor in the cost of executing programs accessing large amounts of 
data stored in a database management system. While we suggest several new equiva- 
lences, we regard our main contribution in setting the general framework for algebraic 
optimization, as inherently any class of equivalences is bound to be expanded. The 
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particular set of transformations was chosen in order to demonstrate our thesis that 
using appropriate concepts, the familiar relational algebraic optimization techniques 
[57] could be generalized into the algebraic optimization of object-oriented query 
languages. We consider the suitability of familiar and novel optimization heuristics 
suggested by our equivalences. The precise degree in which a transformation amelior- 
ates a query depends on the details of the cost model, which is outside the scope of our 
paper. Hence, we justify the usefulness of the equivalences qualitatively by means of 
query processing heuristics. Within an algebraic optimizer these heuristics are imple- 
mented by quantitative tests (e.g. on cardinalities of data collections). 
A query optimizer based on our approach would require a mechanism for searching 
over transformation alternatives, guided by a cost model, and a module for generating 
access plans for optimized queries. While these query processing modules he outside 
the scope of our work, which is concerned with algebraic optimization, it seems they 
could be directly adopted from the available optimizers. To demonstrate the feasibil- 
ity of such an approach, we outline an architecture for a query optimizer whose core is 
a modular algebraic optimizer using our equivalences. We cite the results of relevant 
research, which provide the required supporting technology. 
We consider methods as virtual (parametrized) attributes of the types on which they 
are defined. In other words, they are like parametrized selectors for these objects, and 
we will treat them as such for the purpose of optimization. Hence, we can optimize 
programs involving the application of methods, without a special treatment for these. 
Procedural fields as those used in Postgres [54] are essentially methods of the records 
in which they appear and, similarly, abstract and data type (ADT) operations are 
methods of the ADT, and we indeed treat all these kinds of functions as methods. 
While encapsulation is an important advantage of object-oriented data models and 
languages, we believe it should be ignored during query optimization, which is 
performed by a trusted query optimizer. Thus, if methods, ADT operations, and 
procedural fields [54] are expressed by expressions in our language, our optimization 
transformations can be applied to them in order to facilitate their set-oriented 
processing. The difference between various kinds of functions, for the purpose of 
optimization, lies in the degree to which a knowledge of their properties is available to 
the optimizer. When our assumption of a full knowledge of object representation and 
behavior is invalidated, the only change in the query optimization process is making 
a smaller portion of a query visible to the optimizer. 
Our view of methods, and the fact that object identity is regarded as just another 
attribute of the objects in the model (which possess an identity), allows our approach 
and transformations to optimization to have a much wider scope than just object- 
oriented query languages. Thus, we can handle complex object models (without object 
identity and/or methods) as our transformations do not depend in any way on the 
presence or absence of methods and object identity. Moreover, the richness of the 
language permits the statement of some of the more useful transformations of queries 
required in order to employ the available access paths in object-oriented and complex 
object database systems. 
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Integrated database programming environments and database programming lan- 
guages motivate a uniform treatment of programs and data, which should be both 
stored and manipulated by a database system [ 10,231. To describe such applications 
within the model, we use a semantic and syntactic distinction between the role of 
functions as data objects and as computational processes. This distinction, employed 
by imperative programming languages like C, which allow data structures containing 
pointers to functions, permits us to achieve within our language the desired function- 
ality while maintaining FP’s first-order semantics. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the data model and 
language. Section 3 presents the equivalence laws for optimization. Section 4 discusses 
two issues related to the scope of our optimization framework. Section 4.1 considers in 
detail the treatment of recursively defined data collections such as trees. Section 4.2 
discusses the influence of encapsulation and inheritance on algebraic optimization. An 
architecture for a query optimizer whose core is our framework for algebraic optim- 
ization is outlined in Section 5. Section 6 surveys related work. 
2. An object-oriented data model and language 
2.1. Data and processing abstractions ,for hulk ciutu 
The computational metaphor supported by database systems is that of storing, 
retrieving and processing bulk data (data collections) such as relations (or classes), 
arrays, lists, and quadtrees. Accordingly, data models, and the languages they support, 
should provide data and processing (control) abstractions for collections of data. The 
multiple types of data collections required by advanced database applications de- 
mand a general definition of the notion of dutu collection and its processing abstrac- 
tions. As object-oriented database systems often provide objects with arbitrarily 
complex values as their contents [ 14,401, complete flexibility in modeling composite 
structures should be supported by our definition of a data collection. Otherwise, the 
logical fragmentation of the conceptual description of bulk data would lead to 
a complicated and possibly inefficient model for query processing. 
The theory of abstract data types (ADTs) has provided a rigorous understanding of 
data abstraction in general programming languages. As a data collection is essentially 
a data structure, our definitions are based on the ADT concept. An ADT defines 
a domain for the type, together with a set of operations applicable to elements of the 
domain. Mathematically [29], an ADT is a many-sorted algebra whose declarative 
semantics is defined by first-order logic axioms over the operation symbols and 
equality. An implementation of these operations should satisfy these axioms to qualify 
as a correct implementation of the ADT. A model of the axioms is defined by the 
notion of an initial algebra [29] which is “prototypical” among all those satisfying the 
axioms, hence providing the programmer with an unambiguous model in which his 
programs are assigned meaning. The operational semantics of the ADT is obtained by 
viewing the axioms as rewrite rules. 
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Generally, operations of an ADT are of three kinds (where we use a relation ADT as 
an example): 
(1) Primitive constructors. Generating new objects of the ADT (possibly without 
any input, i.e. generating constants), e.g. empty relation. 
(2) Constructors (mututors). Generating new objects of the ADT, given other ob- 
jects, e.g. insert and delete tuples to/from a relation, union, and intersection. 
(3) Observers (selectors). Examine an ADT object and supply information on its 
contents, e.g. membership and (nondeterministic) choose-element for relations, at- 
tribute extraction for a tuple. 
Let us consider the relation example with respect to its adequacy in formalizing our 
intuitive concept of a relation. Its main disadvantage is in viewing relations as 
containers obtained from the empty set by inserting elements. While this description 
truly captures database dynamics, we process relations as collections of tuples. 
Accordingly, it seems more appropriate to consider a data collection as an ADT 
defined by an arity-less data constructor which creates a data collection from a given 
collection of arguments. Besides the data constructor, the operations of a data 
collection are either observers or functions (constructors in general ADT theory) 
manipulating data collections. The lack of fixed arity for the constructor is mathemat- 
ically modeled by an (infinite) family of data constructors for each kind of data 
collection, one for each possible arity. For instance, a set is a data collection with 
a data constructor { jn for n=O, 1, . . . . which builds a set object {oI, . . ..o.} from 
n arguments or, . . ..o.. As data collections are parametrized by the type of their 
components, e.g. the type of tuples in a relation, data constructors and other opera- 
tions are also parameterized - they apply to data collections irrespective of the type of 
their elements, e.g. append applies to a list with any type of elements. 
We supply a definition for a data collection with variable and unbounded cardinal- 
ity and homogeneous construction. It is straightforward (cf. the examples below) to 
extend it to data collections with fixed numbers of components, e.g. fixed-length 
arrays, and/or nonuniform type of components, e.g. tuples whose attributes have 
different types. Section 4.1 considers recursively defined data collections, such as trees, 
which require some modifications of the model and language in order to fit them into 
our framework. 
Definition 2.1. A data collection C is a parametrized abstract data type (with type 
parameter 2’) of type C(T), with the following operations: 
(1) A family of data constructors C, : T” *C(T), with arity n, for each n30. 
(2) Functions over data collection of type C(T). 
(3) Observers: 
(a) selectors - functions from data collections of type C(T) to type T, and 
(b) predicates over types T and C(T). 
The algebra of the data collection, i.e. the semantics of the data constructors and other 
operations, is defined by a set of first-order Horn clause axioms over the data 
constructors, the observers and the functions. 
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Note. A precise definition of types will be provided in Section 2.2.1. In the meantime, 
the reader can correctly assume that any simple or composite type useful in advanced 
data applications could be a type parameter in the preceding definition. 
The following notation for data collections will be used throughout the paper: sets 
are denoted by ( }, tuples by [ 1, arrays by 1 1, and sequences by ( >. 
Example 2.2. A fixed-length array of size 10 is defined as a data collection with 
a single IO-ary data constructor / 1 and 10 selectors: 1, .., 10, where i returns the ith 
element of the array. The application of / / to arguments 3,4, .., 12, constructs an 
array ) 3,4, . . , 12 1. 
Example 2.3. Variable-length arrays of integers are defined from the atomic type 
Integer by the array type constructor ) /. Their type is then IIntegerI. The 3-element 
array I3,7,9 I is obtained by applying I I3 to 3,7,9. 
Below we often omit the cardinality subscript from a data constructor, in which 
case it stands for all the family. We do not consider the axioms defining the semantics 
of operations over data collections as this is outside the scope of the paper (see [29] for 
examples of how to axiomatize operations). In our presentation we use examples of 
operations that should be familiar to the reader. 
For the purpose of optimization, we do need a knowledge on certain properties of 
the data collections that queries process; these are stated in terms of axioms over the 
data constructors. We list these as Horn clauses with equality for an n-ary constructor 
C, (hence, they stand for an infinite number of clauses). 
Permutability. C, is permutable if 
Cn(Ol, . . ..o.)=C,(P(o1, . . ..G)). 
where p is any permutation of oi, . ,o,. 
Duplicate elimination. C, eliminates duplicates if 
C,(Oi ,...) Oi ,...) Oj ,...) O,)=C,-~(O~,...,Oi,...,Oj-I,Oj+l,...,O,) :- Oi=Oj. 
Null elimination. C, eliminates nulls if 
C”(0 1, . . ..Oi. . . ..O.)=C”-i(Oi, ...,Oi~l,Oi+l, ...,O,) :- Oi=I, 
where I stands for the null object of the data collection’s elements type (see Section 
2.2.1). 
Example 2.4. (1) The permutability axiom for the relation constructor { }n implies 
that relations do not possess an ordering of elements. 
(2) A tuple with named attributes is a data constructor which accepts named 
objects, i.e. it is applied as: 
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Hence, it is a permutable data constructor. However, it does not eliminate nulls. 
(3) A variable-length record is a constructor that removes nulls. 
2.2. The data model 
2.2.1. Objects and types 
The data model is based on the data collection concept introduced above. We 
define the data types of the model, where an instance of any data type is called an 
object. The data types of the model are either immutable or mutable [21]. Instances of 
immutable types are thought to “exist” always. Immutable types include the following 
kinds of atomic data types: 
(1) conventional built-in data types, e.g. integer, string; 
(2) abstract data types, e.g. polygons, whose structure is invisible to the database 
system; 
(3) abstract objects. We regard object identity as being synonymous with the 
notion of an abstract object [2], which is one of the types in the model. We distinguish 
different types of abstract objects, corresponding to identifiers of instances of different 
types. 
Composite types are defined by type constructors, constructing the types of the data 
collections we have considered above, e.g. arrays, and relations, from the types of their 
elements. Instances of composite types are, hence composite objects which are the 
data collections stored in the database. We use the same symbol for the type 
constructor and the corresponding data constructor used to construct composite 
objects of the composite type. Composite types are also treated as immutable. 
This means that, like mathematical sets, they are identified by their components and 
they are never modified. An advantage of treating composite objects as immutable is 
that one notion of equality (the mathematical one) suffices for them. This is parti- 
cularly important in the context of optimization, and stands in contrast to previous 
works [38,45,53] which had to distinguish between identity and various flavors of 
equality. 
Instances of mutable types are explicitly created, modified, and deleted by pro- 
grams. Each instance is uniquely and invariably identified by an abstract object 
generated by the system at its creation time. Mutable types are defined with the obj 
type constructor from two other types: (a) the type of the identity of their instances, 
and (b) the type of the state (content) of these instances. Corresponding to the obj type 
constructor, the obj data constructor builds a mutable object, given an abstract object 
(i.e. an object id) and an instance of its state’s type. For the purpose of optimization, 
we regard such a mutable object as a pair whose first component is an abstract object, 
while the second is its state. The selectors ref and state extract the identity and content 
components of the pair, respectively. As we are considering only queries (without 
updates), this approach does not limit the generality of our framework, as the concept 
of mutability is mostly insignificant in the context of queries. 
Example 2.5. A mutable object with a state of type [A : Integer, B : Integer], and an 
identity of type tuple_id, is of type obj(tuple_id, [A : Integer, I?: Integer]). If o is an 
abstract object, then o1 =obj(o, [A:4, B:3]) is a mutable object of this type; for 
optimization purposes, o1 is regarded as the pair (0, [A:4, B:3]). Its state is extracted 
by state(o,), and its identity o is obtained by ref(o,). 
In this paper, an instance of a type (of any kind) will be called an object. If we wish 
to be more precise, we will speak of mutable objects, abstract objects, composite 
(structured) objects, etc. 
We denote atomic data types by Ui, U,, . . . . type constructors by Ci, CZ, . . . . data 
types by T,, T,, . . . . and objects by 01,02, . . . . A composite data type T defined by 
constructor C from data types T1, .., T,, is denoted by T= C(T1, .., T,,). Given 
objects oi, . . . . o, of types T,, . . . . T,, respectively, the composite object of type 
T= C(T,, . , T,z) constructed from them using the data constructor C is denoted by 
C(o 1, .“, 0,). We assume a given infinite set I 1. of names distinct from all data 
domains, which is used to name attributes, methods, and objects in type and schema 
definitions. We denote names by n,, n2, . . . 
The domain of each type is assumed to include a null object, denoted by 1. 
Generally, one should distinguish between two kinds of null values [62]: unknown 
(unk) and does not exist (dne). In all cases in which we need null objects, they are dne 
nulls: 
(1) The result qf a,function on un object on which it is undejned. This is a dne null 
because the object returned from the function application (referred in subsequent 
processing) does not exist. 
(2) Uninitialized elements of data collections (e.g. arrays). While from a data 
modeling perspective one can say that such elements are unknown, during query 
processing we regard them as place-holders for nonexistent objects, i.e. a dne null. 
(3) A result ofjlteriny out an ohject.fiom a data collection (see below,for the dejnition 
ofjlter). Null is a place-holder for an object which was removed from the data 
collection. Hence, during processing a query, it is regarded as a dne null. 
2.2.2. Methods 
We consider methods as airtual (parametrized) attributes of the types on which they 
are defined. By “method” we mean, in this paper, retrieval operations. We do not 
consider declarative updates and their optimization. In other words, they are like 
parametrized selectors for these objects, and we will treat them as such for the purpose 
of optimization. Hence, we can optimize programs involving application of methods 
without a special treatment for these. Procedural fields as used in Postgres [54] are 
essentially methods of the records in which they appear and, similarly, ADT opera- 
tions are methods of the ADT, and we indeed treat all these kinds of functions as 
methods. The difference between these kinds of functions, for the purpose of optimiza- 
tion, lies in the degree to which a knowledge of their properties is available to the 
optimizer (cf. Section 4.2). 
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A method or a procedural field could be either computed on demand or stored (cf. 
[33]). This distinction is irrelevant for the validity of our algebraic transformations 
that regard applications of methods as attributes. However, it would influence the cost 
model guiding the optimization process. A discussion of such a model lies outside the 
scope of our paper. 
2.2.3. Schemes and instances 
Definition 2.6. A database schema is a triple of sets: 
l types {TI, . . ..Tk}. 
l named objects {nl:T1,...,n,:T,,,); and 
l user-dejined methods { fi, . . . ,fi}. 
A database instance assigns to each atomic type an active domain of atomic objects. 
Active domains of composite types are inductively defined from the atomic domains. 
Example 2.7. The following scheme is of a university database. The types are: 
student =obj(sid, [sname:string, registered: {cid}, advisor: tid]), 
course =obj(cid, [cname:string, c# :integer, attend:{sid}]), 
teacher = obj(tid, [tname:string, address:string]), 
timetable = ( [hour: time, occupy :cid] ), 
where sid, cid, and tid are abstract objects’ types, and time is an ADT. The named 
objects are: 
Students: {student}, 
Courses: (course}, 
Teachers: {teacher}. 
The user-defined method,fiee_hours : timetable+ { time}, returns the set of free times in 
the timetable. 
2.3. Database processing abstractions 
The data collection abstraction structures the space of objects through the usage of 
data constructors. A corresponding abstraction for the space of programs (queries) is 
lacking in the ADT definitions found in the literature as they provide only for 
data-collection-specific operations, e.g. union for relations. We are aware of no 
general formalization of the notion of bulk data processing abstraction. General bulk 
data processing consists essentially of various forms of iteration over the elements of 
a data collection. Note that most operations of the relational algebra (e.g. projection) 
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are of such a form. The programming language CLU [41] (which supports ADTs) and 
many database programming languages, e.g. [44,47,51], have incorporated an iter- 
ator construct to support an iteration abstraction for ADTs which are data collec- 
tions. Hence, the structuring of the space of queries (programs) should be based on the 
notion of iteration over elements of data collections. The required abstractions are, 
hence, iteration idioms appropriate to data collections. 
Such an iteration abstraction is a higher-order notion because it takes some 
function (e.g. to be applied to each tuple of a relation) as an argument and, hence, 
cannot be axiomatized using first-order logic. Functional languages such as LISP 
with higher-order functions do not possess a useful algebra of programs due to the 
unrestrained use of these higher-order functions. Backus [S] has suggested the 
language FP as a viable alternative to functional languages that allows useful 
optimizations, and our language is based on an enhancement of FP. FP separates the 
computational entities into objects (which serve only as data) and functions. Complex 
objects are built from atomic ones using a single data constructor (sequence), and 
functions are constructed from primitive (built-in) functions using a fixed set of 
functional forms. These functional forms are a functional analogue of the control 
constructs of imperative programming languages. This fixed and well-chosen set of 
functional forms structures the space of programs and, hence, permits the develop- 
ment of an algebra of functions, with useful function-level rules for transforming 
programs. 
By taking the set of functional forms to correspond to useful data collection 
processing abstractions, we obtain an FP-like language suitable for our needs. 
However, in contrast to FP, we have an extensible class of data collections instead of 
just sequences. The resulting language is both open-ended in terms of the available 
primitive functions, yet has a very structured nature, which allows the development of 
an algebra of programs to serve as an extensible optimization framework. Such an 
algebra of queries, based on a small well-chosen set of operators, was the reason for 
the success of Codd’s relational algebra as a basis for relational query processing and 
optimization. Our generalization of the relational algebra by means of an FP-like 
language will allow us to achieve the corresponding benefits for object-oriented query 
processing and optimization. 
Next, the language is presented. 
2.3.1. Functions 
Database queries and/or programs are functions. These functions and the func- 
tional forms of the language (presented below) can also be viewed as methods defined 
on appropriate composite types. Thus, conceptually, the functional forms are methods 
of a generic collection type, as depicted in the inheritance hierarchy of Fig. 1. We have 
distinguished them here in order to facilitate a modular optimizer design, which is our 
main concern here (cf. Section 5). 
We denote functions by f;g, h, . All functions have a single argument, and the 
application of a functionfto an object o is denoted byJo. An n-ary function is turned 
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Fig. 1. An inheritance hierarchy of data collections. 
into a unary one by using the sequence data constructor ( ). Such a function 
f is applied to objects ol, . . . . o, as f:(oI, . . . . 0,). This convention simplifies the 
statement of function-level equations, and avoids unnecessary usage of higher-order 
functions. 
Boolean functions are called predicates, and are denoted by p, q, . . We use the 
convention that a predicate application whose result is null is equivalent tofalse. Note 
that functions are not required to be strict, i.e.$ I = I, except in some cases where this 
is required in order to obtain a well-defined semantics. 
We assume that the set of functions over data collections includes at least the 
following ones: 
(1) union, intersection and difference for sets and multisets; 
(2) append (concatenation) for lists, tuples, and arrays; 
(3) join of tuples with named attributes; 
(4) observers for data collections: 
(a) selectors ~ attribute selectors for tuples, element selectors for arrays, etc., 
(b) predicates - membership for sets; 
(5) Functions for converting between collections of data built by different data 
constructors, for example, converting a set into a list and vice versa. 
2.3.2. Functional forms 
Functional forms are defined by (conditional) equations (where the equality sign 
refers to the type-specific equality in a particular application of the equation). These 
conditional equations can be expressed as Horn clauses, with equality over the 
extensions of functions. As explained above, the semantics of data constructors and 
operations on data collections is also declaratively specified by Horn clauses. To- 
gether, these two kinds of axioms define a many-sorted initial algebra whose sorts are 
the data types of the model and the different sorts of functions defined in the language 
[22,46] : 
Constant. For an object o, K(o):o’= o. 
Composition. (fi g):o =f:(g:o). 
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Condition. For a predicate p and functions f;y, the condition (p-tfg) is an if- 
then-else construct defined by 
(p+f;g):o=if(p:o=true) then ($0) else (g:o), 
where the right-hand side (r.h.s.) is in the metalanguage. The predicate p is any kind of 
boolean function, including observers and methods. 
The condition functional form integrates predicates with the rest of the language in 
a way which preserves the functional nature and closure property of the language. 
Thus, the result of the application of a condition to an object is another object to 
which another function can be applied. Note that, in contrast to the relational algebra 
where predicates are used only within the selection operator, the condition functional 
form makes conditional branching a first-class construct of the language. 
Construction. For a data constructor C, with arity n, we have the C,-construction 
functional form 
C,(ji, . ..) fn):O=Cn(f~:O, . ..) &:o). 
Apply-to-all. 
nf:C,(ol, . ..) On)=C,($o~, . ..) $OJ 
Apply-to-all generalizes the relational projection and selection operators. We require 
thatfbe strict for the semantics to be well-defined for data collections that eliminate 
nulls. Otherwise, for such a collection, the result of apply-to-all before and after 
elimination of nulls from its input would be different even though the input collection 
is considered to be the same. 
Apply-to-all, when used as aJilter (a generalization of relational selection), trans- 
forms to null those elements in a collection which do not satisfy a given predicate and 
leaves the others unchanged. Let p be a predicate and id the identity function; the 
filtering elements of a data collection which satisfy p are expressed as 
Note that the nulls disappear only if C eliminates nulls. 
Product. For two data collections, their (generalized Cartesian) product is 
x,~.c:(c,(o,,...,o,),c,(o;, . . . . o~))=c’(c(o~,o;),c(o~,o;) ,..., C(o,,oLJ). 
Note, in particular, that the two inputs are not necessarily defined by the same data 
constructor, i.e. we can perform the product of a set and a list. Moreover, the results of 
the product can be any data collection. 
Example 2.8. Applying X, ), [ I to two sets producing a sequence of tuples is done by 
X, ).I ,:((1,2>,{3,4))= ~c~,31,c~~43,C2,3l,c2,41~. 
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This result depends on the particular order in which the elements of the sets are 
presented, and not just on the contents of the sets. Hence, the result of the product is 
nondeterministic, a problem which we address next. 
For the product semantics to be uniquely defined, independently of the 
order in which the elements of its inputs are presented, we require that if, for some 
i= 1,2, 
(a) Ci is permutable, then C’ should be permutable; 
(b) Ci eliminates nulls, then C should be strict (if one of its arguments is null, it 
yields a null object) and C’ should eliminate nulls; 
(c) Ci eliminates duplicates, then C’ should eliminate duplicates. 
Intuitively, these conditions make the result of the product insensitive to (a) possible 
permutations in the presentation of its inputs, (b) elimination of nulls from the inputs, 
and (c) elimination of duplicates from the inputs. Such insensitivity is required because 
these changes to the inputs yield equal inputs (according to the definition of Ci) and 
we would like equal inputs to produce equal outputs. In Example 2.8, the Ci’s are set 
constructors which are permutable; hence, from condition (a) above, Xc,,c can be 
applied only if C’ is permutable. As C’ is the sequence constructor which is not 
permutable, the condition is violated, thereby causing the mentioned dependence of 
the result on the order of the elements’ presentation. 
Example 2.9. The p-join of two relations is 
where collapse converts all one-level nested attributes of the tuple into top-level 
attributes. 
Pump. For a binary function1; a unary function g, and an object u, such that u is 
a right unit for f(f: (x, u) =x), and g: I = u, 
PumP(f,g,u):C(o,, . . . . o,)=f:(g:o,,$(g:0*,$( . ..) u), . ..)). 
The unit is required for handling empty data collections and those containing null 
objects, and the requirement on g is for handling such nulls. For the pump semantics 
to be well-defined (that is, to have a unique result), we require that 
if C is a permutable data constructor, then f should be commutative and 
associative. 
These conditions stem from the same reasons as the conditions on product. 
Aggregate functions such as count and min, and quantifiers are defined using pump. 
Example 2.10. (1) Counting the number of elements in a data collection is done by 
pump(+, 1,O). 
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(2) Summing the A attribute of each tuple in a relation is done by pump( +, A, 0). 
(3) Quantifiers are implemented as follows: 
Vp = pump(and, p, true), 
3p = pump(or, p,false). 
Dayal [20,19], Jarke and Koch [35], and Bry [l l] have considered the efficient 
processing of queries involving quantifiers over the relational data model by a “short- 
circuiting” evaluation of quantifiers over relations, stopping the iteration once an 
answer is found; e.g. for a universal quantifier, once a single tuple which yields false is 
reached. Such an implementation is natural when quantifiers are implemented as 
pump with boolean operations as we do here. In Section 3.5 we show how our 
definition can be used for combining such an efficient evaluation of a quantifier with 
a preceding filter. 
(4) Collapsing a set of sets is done by set~collapse=pump(u, id,@). 
Note. Constant, composition, and condition are taken from FP. Construction and 
apply-to-all were generalized from FP to apply to any data constructor and collec- 
tion, respectively. Pump augments FP’s left insert form by the unary function applied 
to each element of the collection, and similarly to the FAD language [7] pump 
operator. Our pump extends its precursors by applying to any data collection. The 
product functional form extends similar operators [ 18,533 by being applicable to any 
data collection instead of just sets. 
2.4. Functions as part of data structures 
FP clearly separates the world of functions from that of objects, as functions 
cannot be components of objects. However, object-oriented database systems int- 
ended for supporting integrated database programming environments store both 
data and programs in the database [lo, 231. Other components of such systems such 
as generic access structures also demand data structures containing functions (e.g. 
a comparison function for an index over ADTs should be stored together with the 
index [SS]). 
We can formally include data structures containing functions within the model we 
have developed, while retaining its intuitive semantics, without the full machinery of 
higher-order functions as found in LISP. This enables the application of our 
approach to the optimization of queries manipulating data structures containing 
functions. 
To understand the basic idea, consider the following program fragment: 
af: urray (1 10) of ref(integer+ integer), 
~:=(dercf:f.fCll) (9, 
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which declares an array af of pointers to functions of type int+int and, sub- 
sequently, applies one of the elements in an assignment statement. Note that the two 
uses of the array afare clearly distinguished syntactically. Only when an element of 
af appears in an expression at the place reserved to a function, is it used as 
a function. 
Our approach to incorporating functions as objects into the data model is based on 
this syntactic separation, which corresponds to a semantic one, between the inten- 
sional role of functions as data objects (e.g. in the declaration of af) and their 
extensional role as computational processes (e.g. when (deref af[l]) is applied to 5). 
The extension of a function is captured by either axiomatizing it (e.g. using Horn 
clause axioms for ADT operations [29]) or by a piece of code (e.g. an expression of 
our language). Its intention is an abstract object of type function. We assume that 
a database instance includes, in addition to the objects defined in the schema, 
a mapping Q from the active domain of type function to functions’ extensions. 
Practically, the abstractfunction objects are the calling addresses of functions, and the 
mapping is defined in the system catalogue. Abstract function objects can be compo- 
nents of data collections, e.g. arrays, and can be extracted from these using the 
appropriate selectors. 
The definition of function application is now extended to include expressions of the 
form 01:02, where o1 is an abstract object of type function and o2 is an object. The 
semantics of the expression 01:02 is b(o,):o,, where we assume that &(o,) is defined to 
be some function5 As data structures contain intensions of functions, and function 
objects are regarded as extensions only when actually applied to objects, our seman- 
tics is a first-order rather than a higher-order one. This definition purposefully limits 
all manipulations of functions as data objects to those functions stored as part of the 
database instance. This yields a simple solution which is sufficient for most important 
tasks involving the manipulation of functions as data, e.g. implementing generic access 
structures [47]. 
Note that predicates (for example, in filters) which apply to functions stored in data 
structures will usually refer to the intensions of these functions, as testing equality of 
functions extensions is generally inefficient or even undecidable. 
Example 2.11. An array afof the built-in arithmetic functions, +, -, *, /, is defined by 
applying the array constructor 1 I4 to their intensions, say ol, . . . . 04, respectively. 
Applying the first element of af to arguments is done by (head:af):(3,5), and the 
evaluation steps are: 
(a) Evaluate (head : af) = o 1 . 
(b) Using &(ol) = +, obtain the extension of ol, which is the function +. 
(c) Evaluate +: (3,5) = 8. 
Applying the same function to all elements of a set of sequences is done by 
rl VIeadXIS):C (X3), (3,5), (7, Q}. 
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Two arrays of functions, say af 1 and af 2, are appended using 
append:(af 1,af 2), 
which yields another array of function intentions. 
3. Equivalences of algebraic expressions 
The equivalences we state below concern mainly interactions between functional 
forms, thus concentrating the optimization effort on improving the processing of 
iterations over data collections, which is a predominant factor in bulk data processing. 
Used as a rewrite rule, the 1.h.s. of an equivalence should be rewritten to its r.h.s. in 
order to achieve the desired optimization. Some of the transformations are condi- 
tioned on permutability, null elimination, or duplicate elimination properties of the 
data collections involved. However, these properties have no other effect on the 
transformations. They may affect the implementation of the functional forms (e.g. 
a sort is required to eliminate duplicates), but this issue is not a part of algebraic 
optimization. Most of the equivalences are direct generalizations of those of the 
relational model. However, we should still consider whether the familiar heuristics for 
optimizing queries [57] should be applied here. We consider this issue below when- 
ever an equivalence suggests a novel heuristic for object-oriented databases or violates 
a valid heuristic in relational systems. 
Functional forms were intended to express looping over elements of data collec- 
tions, and, consequently, our equivalences realize two basic loop optimization tech- 
niques [3], which turn out to be familiar heuristics for relational query optimization. 
The first, called vertical loopfusion, fuses two loops, where the result stream of the first 
loop is pipelined into the second. Vertical loop fusion creates a single loop whose body 
is a composition of the bodies of the two original loops. A familiar example of vertical 
loop fusion is the pipelining heuristic for combining unary relational operators (e.g. 
Fp°F,-FIZ,, (p.q), that fuses the predicates which are the bodies of the two filtering 
iterations). The equivalences below for transforming a cascade of apply-to-all and/or 
filter, and for combining apply-to-all and filter with pump, realize vertical loop fusion. 
The second optimization, called horizontal loop fusion, consists of combining two 
independent loops which iterate over the same input stream into a single one which 
performs in parallel the two loops bodies. Such an optimization is useful in the 
database context when the fused loop result stream can indeed be used as is for 
subsequent processing [25]. We list below several cases in which such a fusion could 
be useful. 
The equivalence sign is replaced by the type-specific equality relationship for 
a particular application of the equivalence. We exploit the FP nature of the language 
for stating equivalences on the functional level without reference to objects. In all 
cases, we state just one of the many possible symmetric transformations from a given 
query expression. Proofs consist of straightforward algebraic manipulations and, 
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hence, we present here only a few of them. The examples we use follow by direct 
substitutions in the equivalences and, hence, we omit a precise description of their 
derivation. 
3.1. Laws ,for condition and composition 
These are taken from [5,26]. 
l Composition 
(f~g)~h=f~(g~h). 
l Distributing functions over condition 
fo(Pjg;h)-P~(fog);(foh), 
(P”f)~(g”f);(hof)-(P~g;h)~f: 
l Cascade of conditions 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Transforming condition cascades is useful for rewriting filters into simpler forms. 
We suggest only the most important such transformations, and refer the reader to the 
above references for additional ones. 
P-$(P+9;h)-P+f;k (4) 
P-(p+g; h);f=p+g;f; (5) 
(P~q;r)~f;g-P~(q-?f;g);(r~f;g), (6) 
P-t(q-?f,;g,);(q~f,;g2)~:q’(P’fi;f2);(P~g1;92). (7) 
The pushing in of conditions into the construction which it allows enables a uniform 
treatment of the construction, facilitating subsequent optimization of the apply-to-all. 
l Distributing construction over condition 
p+C(f,, . . ..g. . . ..fn).C(.f1, . . ..k . . ..fn)-C(fi. . ..T(PyLN. . . ..fn). (8) 
The equivalence is useful when filters are pipelined with an apply-to-all involving 
construction. 
3.2. Laws for produel 
l Commutative law for product 
xc,,c”(~g>-x,..,~(g,f> 
provided C and C’ are permutable. 
(9) 
Proof. From the definition of product the 1.h.s. is 
xc~,c:~CI(o,, . . ..%A C,Vl ,...~~~~~=C’(c~~~,o;~,C~~~,~~~,...,c(~”,o6)), 
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while the r.h.s. is 
xc~,c:(c2(4, ..‘> ~~),c1(~~,...,~,))=c’(c(~;,~~),c(~;,o~),...,c(o6,o,)). 
Their equality is proved using induction on n,m, and the permutability of C 
and C’. 0 
l Pushing functions into a join 
A join in an object-oriented data model may use predicates which require the 
computation of expensive functions for their evaluation. To avoid repeating that 
computation each time the predicate is evaluated w.r.t. an occurrence of the same 
element of the input, the following transformation pushes these functions into the join. 
Hence, they will be evaluated by scanning the join’s inputs, evaluating the functions 
once for each element in the input: 
Wp (f,g) ’ (h,,h,)-17~2,41Wp”(1.1)~ (fl,~,id]~h~,fl~g,id]~ h2), (10) 
where, on the r.h.s., the outermost apply-to-all removes the functions computed prior 
to the join. 
Example 3.1. Consider a spatial database in which a landscape is represented as 
a sequence of images: 
landscape = (image), 
where image is an ADT, and a method roads extracts the network of nodes appearing 
in a landscape. The following query extracts all pairs of landscapes whose roads 
intersect: 
Winferserr~- (roods, *oads) 0 (landscwsl, landscwa >. 
However, as roads is very expensive to compute because it demands sophisticated 
pattern recognition, we would like it to be evaluated once for each landscape in the 
input. This is achieved by the equivalence (lo), which rewrites the query into 
n[2,4] ’ Wintersecr-( I, 1) ’ (n[ronds. id] 0 landscapes,, n[roads, id] a landscapes, ). 
3.3. Laws for construction 
l Factoring common expressions from a construction (see [S]) 
C(fi~S,...,f~~9)‘C(f,,...,f,)~Y. (11) 
The law suggests sharing of common subexpressions, especially those computed 
during apply-to-all. 
l Cascade of constructions 
If, for some i(l<i<n), hoC(g, ,...) g,,)-gi, then 
(~h)oC(g,,...,gk)--foSi. (12) 
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This equivalence permits doing only that part of the construction which is needed for 
subsequent computation. 
Example 3.2. For the increment function tt : 
-I+ ~A~[A,B,C]E -H OA. 
A useful consequence of (12) is that if, for all j (1 <j < k), 
~j°C2(~l~~~~~Sm)~Si, 
then 
Cr(.fi Oh 1,...,fkohk)oC2(~lr...,~m)=Cl(fio~il,...,fko~ir). (13) 
The equivalence is useful for avoiding needless computation of parts of the innermost 
construction which are not used later (a special case of (13) appears in [S]). 
The equivalence (13) is useful for the pipelining of constructions, especially when 
used by apply-to-all after a product. 
If, for i=l,2, ktoC(fi,f2)3fi, then 
n c,~g~~k~,g~~k~)0~c~,~o~~~,~~~-~c~,c,o~~~g,G~,~~~~g,o~,~~. (14) 
Note that (14) realizes vertical loopfusion by combining the product with the iterations 
used by apply-to-all. Moreover, gi is applied to each element of the inputs only once 
on the r.h.s. 
Example 3.3. For hI, h2 producing nested relations, (14) yields (with ki =i, y, = vA, 
Y2 = VB) 
fl7,“* 1, VB”21 OX, I,[ lo(h,>h,)=X, I,[ j”W’v,oh,,~vsohz). 
The 1.h.s. first computes the product of the input sets, which is a set of tuples with two 
set components, and then nests each component independently of the other one. The 
r.h.s. first performs the nesting on each element produced by h, , h2 and then performs 
the product. Thereby, it avoids multiple computations of nest for each appearance of 
an element of hi in the product. 
However, (14) does not hold when using n(kc(tUZ)+; lI on the 1.h.s. because, in 
general, (1u2):[o,,02]#o,. 
3.4. Laws for apply-to-all 
l Cascade of apply-to-all [S] 
(n,on,)=n,.,. (15) 
This law yields a very general pipelining heuristic combining successive iterations over 
a data collection. Its generality is due to the extensible nature of our framework, as the 
next example demonstrates. 
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Example 3.4. For a relation of polygons R, and a polygon method clip: poly- 
gon x box-tpolygon, the cascade 
nclip(K(boxl)) ’ nclip(K(box2)), 
performing two separate clippings of the same polygons in R, would be transformed 
by (15) into 
Il. clrp(K(box1)) clip(K(box2))’ 
This could be further optimized by a semantic optimizer, for spatial data manipula- 
tions, into JiTclip n (K~~~.~I),K~~~~.~z)) P erforming a single clip relative to the intersection 
of the two boxes. A single clip is more efficient because it saves on computing 
repeatedly intersections of the same edge with the bounding boxes. 
Sometimes the innermost apply-to-all is redundant and can be deleted; this happens 
iffo g=,if; in which case we have 
(I7,c rT,)=I7,. (16) 
Example 3.5. The standard relational transformations of collapsing projects follows 
from (16). Thus, for the cascade 
$4, ,.... a”lCn[B ,,.... B,,, 
if {A Ir . . . , A,) c {B,, .., B,), then the innermost apply-to-all is redundant because 
Ao[ . . . . A ,... ]=A. 
However, (16) does not hold for the cascade, n,, ,i) 0 nt(, A)1 because 
(tt 0 i+ 0 A) is not equivalent to (-tt 0 A). 
l Distributing apply-to-all over product 
If k 0 C(h, , h2) = hI and C’ eliminates duplicates, then 
II, kOXC’,Co(g1,92)3cvfC,Cn,~sl. (17) 
where cvtc, converts a given data collection to the one built by constructor C’. 
l Commuting filters with product 
If k 0 C(h,, h,) s h, and C’ is strict in its first argument (i.e. C’: (I, o2 ) = I), then 
9 p koXC’.C’(flY)-~~‘.c”((~~-p3f)~g). (18) 
This law generalizes the familiar relational heuristic of pushing selection into a 
product. 
As a corollary, if p is of the form and 3 ( p1 0 k,,p,ok,), where kioC(hl, hz)-hi, for 
i = 1,2, then 
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A weaker corollary is for p of the form and~(p,~kl,pz), where k1 0 C(hl,h2)=:hlr 
for which 
(20) 
The following equivalence combines adjacent filters 
and since and is commutative, it follows that filters can be commuted: 
l Commuting Jilter with apply-to-all 
If k of-k, and f is strict, then 
ll,~Fp,,=F*.,~Il,. (23) 
Proof. The 1.h.s. and the r.h.s. are apply-to-all with (po k)-+fi fi K(I) and 
(p 0 k o,f)-+f; K(I), respectively. The above conditions guarantee the equivalence of 
these functions. 0 
Example 3.6. Because A 0 [A, B, C, D] E A, and similarly for B, (23) yields 
An important usage of equivalence (23) together with equivalence (15) for a cascade 
of apply-to-all is to describe within the language the familiar heuristic of combining 
together a cascade of unary operations. Such a pipelining process, consisting of a filter 
with predicate p and a subsequent apply-to-all with f for transforming the result, is 
defined using I7,,,; K(I,. The heuristic is especially useful when a selection index 
supports p. Queries are then evaluated by scanning the index while applyingfto the 
elements found. In any case, having created the pipeline we apply the laws for 
conditions and other functions to optimize the pipelined computation. 
Example 3.7. For a nested relation { [A:(integer}, B: {integer)]}, the cascade 
n AuB ’ F~ n (K(3). A) 
would be transformed using (23) and law (2) for distributing a function over a condi- 
tion into 
no (X(3), A)+AuB: K(I): 
which pipelines the filtering of the data collection with the extraction of the union of 
the relation-valued attributes. 
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In some cases, we cannot commute an apply-to-all with the filter, but can neverthe- 
less perform some useful preprocessing of the elements in the data collection before 
the filter. Let y be such that f-h 0 g, where h and fare strict; then 
n,o.F& k<>g)-17~oF~POk)O179. 
An important usage of this equivalence is 
(24) 
where h,Egi, for 1 d j< k. 
This law suggests a novel heuristic for optimizing programs where the gi’s may 
involve significant processing and not just projection of attributes. In that case, we 
compute them in the r.h.s. only once before the filter is applied. 
Example 3.8. Consider a geometric modeling application where the filter is applied 
after two separate clippings of each polygon in a relation. Then, if the result of one of 
these is required for subsequent processing, it is useful to precompute it (not as part of 
the filter). This is obtained using (25) by 
3.5. Latvs fir pump 
l Combining apply-to-all with pump 
If f is idempotent or pump is applied over a data collection not eliminating 
duplicates, then 
pump(f,g,u)“nk-pump(f,gok,u). (26) 
This law permits pipelining apply-to-all with the computation of aggregates. 
In particular, it is useful for evaluating quantifiers, as it gives, for the implementa- 
tion of quantifiers by pump described above, that 
pump(f; s, u) 0 FP=puW(f; p+g; u), u). (27) 
Using our definitions of quantifiers with pump, this yields the following laws: 
(Vq)~~~EV(p-,q;tvue)rV(or~(not~p,q)), (28) 
(3q)oFP=3(p+q;false)-3(ando(p,q)). (29) 
This law permits a pipelining of a filter, with the evaluation of a quantifier over the 
filter’s result. Bry [ll], considering the evaluation of quantifiers over relations in 
relational calculus queries, has defined a miniscope form for formulas of the relational 
calculus in which quantifiers are pushed inside as far as possible. The miniscope form 
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permits the processing of quantifiers such that no range relation is scanned more than 
once, and no more tuples are accessed than necessary. Bry has argued that his 
transformations improve upon the previous work by Dayal [20], which required the 
introduction of special operators for implementing such efficient quantifier process- 
ing. The transformations we have suggested implement the same heuristic as that of 
Bry and Dayal for a very general data model, and without requiring any addition to 
the functional forms we have chosen. 
l Distributing pump over product 
If h 0 C(g,, g2)=g1, and iffis idempotent, then 
pump(f, 90 h, + XC-,C o(kl,k,)~pump(f;g,u)ok,. (30) 
Example 3.9. Consider summing the first attribute of all tuples in the Cartesian 
product of the relations 
R: { [A:integer, B:integer]}, S:([C:integer, D:integer]}, 
where all attributes are integers. This is expressed by pump( +, A 0 1,O) applied to the 
product. In this case pump cannot be distributed over the product as + is not 
idempotent. However, we could use this equivalence for finding the maximal value of 
the Ath attribute, using pump(max, A, -co)0 K(R), as max is idempotent. 
3.6. Laws for constructor-speciJic functions 
Many laws can be given for particular constructors and functions, such as com- 
mutativity of union of sets and multisets, and rules for simplifying processing of 
sequences (e.g. [S]). As these laws are familiar from the literature, we omit them here 
and consider only a sample of those that show the interaction of such functions with 
the functional forms. A modular optimizer as described in Section 5, built around our 
transformations, would have a variety of modules, each responsible for the optimiza- 
tion of query processing as it relates for particular data collections. 
l Commuting apply-to-all with functions 
There is no general way in which one can commute apply-to-all with any function, 
We list below several cases in which such a law holds: 
(31) 
(32) 
(33) 
In particular, these laws hold for commuting filter with these functions. 
l Horizontal loop fusion 
Combine two independent iterations over the same relation or multiset: 
u 0 w,, n, > = pump(u, cvti ], 8) o n,,.,,, (34) 
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where the pump on the r.h.s. combines the two components of all tuples produced by 
Il into a single relation (multiset). 
3.7. Transforming functions to exploit access paths 
While we are concerned with algebraic optimization that tries to optimize queries 
regardless of how data is organized in secondary storage, the richness of our data 
model and language allows the expression of several important transformations 
intended to bring queries into a form which can exploit available access paths. 
The first two transformations consider a rewriting of predicates over functions 
cascades. Such predicates used by filters compare cascades of functions (e.g. selectors 
and methods) applied to elements of data collections. Access paths such as selection 
and join indices [SS] precompute such cascades in order to achieve fast evaluation of 
filters. Thus, a selection index for a data collection precomputes the value of a cascade 
for each element of the collection, while a join index matches elements of two data 
collections with respect to the values of the two cascades. The equivalences rewrite 
filters in order to exploit such indices. We denote cascades by x,y, ., and their 
inverses (which are set-valued) by x ‘, y - ‘, . , respectively. 
l Selection predicates 
For a cascade x 0 4: 
.FZ (X y,K(o,) = set-collapse 0 Ill,- i c FE 0’. K(o)). (35) 
The filter on the r.h.s. will be implemented through access to the selection index on the 
cascade y, and the subsequent apply-to-all will be implemented through the stored or 
computed function x- ’ on the elements in the range of the index. An important case of 
such an inverse function is that of a derived attribute available in semantic data 
models [34]. 
Example 3.10. Consider the following query over the university database of 
Example 2.7, 
9 Students registered ~nnmr =“databases” 
and assume we have an index over cname for Courses. Then, using (39, and the 
knowledge that attend = registered ‘, the query is transformed into 
l Join predicates 
For computing the p-join, wP (XI y,,xz.yz)r assume we have an (unclustered) join 
index on the predicate p 0 (x1, x2) represented by the function J. To exploit the index, 
we rewrite the join as 
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where unnest_i unnests the ith set-valued attribute of an element in a relation. The 
innermost apply-to-all uses the inverse of yi to retrieve the objects whose yi attributes 
are matched in J. Such an inverse would be implemented by an index converting 
object identity to objects, as a join index matches object identities. In case J is 
clustered on the first relation, unrest_ 1 is redundant as y; ’ is monovalued. 
l Replacing a join by an apply-to-all 
Object-oriented databases often express the joins in the program by links between 
objects [S]. Consider a join wP <X_ i, Yc 2), applied to two data collections: C(ol,. ,o,) 
and C(o\ , . . . , ok), where it is known that, for 16 ibn, 1 d j<rn, 
P”(X01~yo2)~(Oi~O~)~t~U~ ifs Z:Oi=O;. 
Then the join can be converted into an apply-to-all on the first collection (where we 
represent the two collections by the functionsf and g, respectively): 
w,.(,.1,y-2)“(f,9)-nlid,z]of: (37) 
Example 3.11. The following query over the university database joins all students to 
their advisors: 
w= -(advisor-1.2) 0 (K(Students), K(Teachers)). 
Using (37), it is converted into an apply-to-all over a single relation: 
n[id,advisov] ’ K(Students). 
l Converting a deepjlter into a shallow one. 
Composite objects are often organized in a nondirect storage scheme [59], where 
the composite object is not stored as a whole in the same place, but decomposed into 
components stored in separate files. In the normalized storage scheme, the compo- 
nents of composite objects which are themselves data collections are stored in 
separate normalized files. In the decomposed storage scheme each (nested) attribute of 
a composite object is stored in a separate file, thus using binary relations to store all 
objects. In both these schemes, the identity (or surrogate) of a composite object is used 
to bind together its components spread over the different files. Executing a filter over 
composite objects stored in these schemes implies expensive joins when an apply- 
to-all or filter uses a nested component of the object. To avoid that, we suggest the 
following transformations, which convert “deep” cascades of attributes into “shallow” 
ones using semijoins. Such semijoins are implemented directly by binary join indices 
[59]. Define a semijoin (x as 
~,:(C,(o,,...,o,),C,(o;,...,ob))=~’(,,.(,,(,;.....,~,,,:C1(01,...,0k). 
Thus, a semijoin filters those elements in the first collection such that the application 
of x to them yields an element in the second collection. Assuming the data collection 
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represented by the function h stores all possible values of the cascade x for objects 
in the database, we can convert the deep filter using the cascade x 0 y into a shallow 
one by 
In a decomposed or normalized storage scheme the semijoin would be implemented 
by a join index, where h is a separate file. 
Example 3.12. A relation {[A:{ [B:stving, C:int J}, D:int] > is decomposed into 
R: ([A:sid,D:int]}, S: {obj(sid, [B:string, C:int])}. 
The query F= +, B, K~~.xxx~3~~ : R uses a deep filter testing the cascade A 0 B. Using the 
equivalence, it is converted into a semijoin which uses the storage decomposition: 
Kemper and Moerkette [37] have suggested access support relations which store 
all or part of the paths between a composite object and its nested components, in 
order to save on expensive navigations over such paths, which are essentially our 
notion of functional cascades. The transformations they suggest are similar to the one 
we have suggested, but include other cases of cascade decomposition, These could also 
be phrased in our framework. 
3.8. Optimizing methods 
We have argued above that methods are used as virtual attributes in programs. 
However, when methods are themselves programs in our language then one could 
optimize them with the equivalences given above. This is most beneficial when 
a method is applied to each object in a data collection. The basic idea is to regard such 
methods as being analogous to nested queries in an SQL-like languages [39]. We 
suggest two possible transformations for that case which generalize algorithms for 
processing procedural fields in Postgres [36]. Note that procedural fields are actually 
employed as methods defined on the records in which they appear. 
l Pushing an apply-to-all into a method 
If a method produces a data collection to which an apply-to-all is subsequently 
applied, then we can combine the apply-to-all with the method computation. We do 
that by pushing the function used by the latter into the method and optimize the 
method as a function. Let f be a method: 
f(a) = n, t, <id, ~(~1) o h, 
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in which an apply-to-all is used over a data collection produced by h. Note that the 
argument of the method is considered as a constant in its body. Assuming that f is 
followed by an apply-to-all with k, we push k inside, yielding 
nk of(a)E n(kqgy (id, K(a))) 0 h. (39) 
The resulting expression processes the query by a single iteration over the data 
collection produced by h, without producing any intermediate collections, which is 
obviously more efficient. Essentially, this transformation is a simple variant of that for 
pipelining a cascade of apply-to-all. Moreover, this expression can be passed to 
subsequent optimization of the function used in the apply-to-all. 
l Pulling an apply-to-all out of a method 
This law is essentially the inverse of the above pushing transformation (39). It pulls 
an apply-to-all out of a method body, yielding a product which could be converted 
later into a join. For a methodf, 
f(a) = nk r (id, K(a)) O 9, 
we obtain 
collapse~~f..~h-~7,.~,,,.~)oXC,.C~(g,h). (40) 
This heuristic is useful as it permits a collection-at-a-time processing of the method, 
possibly employing a join index on g and h. The transformation is a variation of the 
algorithm suggested by Kim [39] for converting a type-J nested SQL subquery into 
a join in order to facilitate its set-at-a-time processing. 
4. Discussion 
4.1. Recursively dejined data collections 
We have presented our framework as being applicable to any kind of data collec- 
tion arising in advanced database applications. So far, mostly, we have given examples 
of collections which are defined nonrecursively, in order to simplify the presentation. 
However, many data structures useful in advanced database applications such as trees 
and quadtrees [SO] are recursively defined. In this section we consider an example of 
an unordered binary tree in order to support our claim for the extensibility of our 
framework to such data collections. 
Considering recursively defined data collections requires an extension of the defini- 
tion of a data collection, and a collection-specific definition of functional forms. First, 
the data constructor of a composite recursive type applies to objects, some of which 
are of the same composite type. Such definitions are known in the literature on 
algebraic specification and their semantics is defined by means of an initial algebra 
[29], as that of the other data collections. 
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Example 4.1. An unordered binary tree over nodes of type T is defined by the 
(recursive) ternary Tree constructor which constructs a tree from a root object of type 
T and two tree objects of type Tree(T): Tree(root, It, rt). 
The Tree constructor is permutable in its subtrees, i.e. 
Tree(root, It, rt) = Tree(root, rt, It). 
A binary tree data collection has three observers: root, left and right, which extract its 
root, and its left and right subtrees, respectively. 
Defining functional forms for recursively defined data collections requires a recur- 
sive definition structured like the corresponding composite type. However, we should 
note that, as functional forms are iteration idioms, some of these may have no natural 
definition for some data collections. For instance, it is not clear how one would define 
the product of trees. 
Example 4.2. For unordered binary trees, we define: 
l Apply-to-all maps trees node-wise 
17S:Tree(oI,02,0,)=Tree(f:oI,Ils:o,,17,:03). 
Filter replaces by I nodes not satisfying a predicate: 
~~:Tree(ol,o2,o3)=Tree((p~id;K(i)):o,,~~:o2,~~:o3). 
l Pump that aggregates over trees 
pump(J;y,u):Tree(o1,oz,o3)=f:(g:o,,pump(f,g,u):o2,pump(f,g,u):o3). 
For example, for a tree of polygons, pump( +, Area, 0) computes their total area, where 
Area is an operation of the polygon ADT. 
Of course, the real issue in optimization is not the definition of the functional forms, 
which are familiar for most programmers, but the presentation of useful transforma- 
tions of expressions. We contend that, for reasonable definitions of the functional 
forms for recursively defined data collections, our equivalences over algebraic expres- 
sions from Section 3 remain valid. Such a claim cannot be proved generally for all data 
collections of that kind but has to be done specifically for each one. We will consider 
just a single example, the transformations of apply-to-all, filter, and pump, applied to 
unordered binary trees. 
Proposition 4.3. The following equivalences hold for the definition offunctionalforms for 
unordered binary trees given in Example 4.1: 
(1) Cascade of apply-to-all 
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(2) Combining apply-to-all with pump 
pump(f; g, u) 0 nk = pump(f, g o k ~1. 
(3) Commuting jilter with apply-to-all 
If k of= k, and f: I = I, then 
n, o 9pc k z F~_ k o n,. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the size of the tree input of the functions. 0 
4.2. Encapsulation and inheritance 
While encapsulation is an important concept in object-oriented programming, we 
have ignored it in the context of our data model on which our approach to optimiza- 
tion is based. This may puzzle the reader as encapsulation of data representation and 
of behavior causes a certain amount of information to be hidden from the query 
optimizer. This hidden information on queries may seem to prevent the optimizer 
from possessing the information it requires for manipulating queries. A similar 
problem is posed by inheritance, which permits late type and method binding, thereby 
making the code of methods and the representation of objects unknown at optimiza- 
tion time. 
A good metaphor for understanding the interaction between encapsulation and 
query optimization is to consider a query as an iceberg (see Fig. 2). The parts of the 
query below the “water” are encapsulated and, hence, invisible to the query optimizer. 
Thus, they are not available for optimization. Hence, encapsulation interferes with the 
optimization process by preventing the optimizer from examining the whole query, 
but allows the visible parts to be transformed. As optimization is performed by 
a trusted system component, one can assume that more knowledge is available to the 
query optimizer than to the user. The issue of how much should be visible above the 
“sea level” is orthogonal to the issue of algebraic optimization with which our work 
deals. For instance, for an expression I7,, where f is a method implemented as 
a sequence of unions and this implementation is visible to the optimizer, we could use 
the transformations relating to unions to optimize the body of the method. 
Query 
Information hiding 
Fig. 2. Visibility of query to optimizer. 
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The Revelation project [31] investigates mechanisms for revealing incrementally 
the knowledge on methods behavior to the query optimizer. The iceberg metaphor 
demonstrates the way such mechanisms could be integrated with our work. 
Inheritance is another important object-oriented modeling tool which we have not 
tackled here, except for the interference of late binding to achieving full visibility of 
queries during optimization. One way to use inheritance information in the optimiza- 
tion process is by an additional level of semantic optimization (see Section 5. l), using 
information on the inheritance hierarchy and the extensions of classes. 
5. An architecture for query optimization 
While our main concern is the algebraic optimization of queries, the transforma- 
tions we have stated should be complemented by additional components such as 
a search mechanism over transformation alternatives, in order to form a query 
optimizer of an object-oriented database system. To demonstrate the feasibility of 
constructing such an optimizer, we outline its architecture, whose core is our frame- 
work for optimizing bulk data processing. We describe how the components of such 
an optimizer can be constructed using the available database technology. Following 
parsing and type checking, query processing consists of two phases: algebraic optimiza- 
tion and access plan generation. We next consider the implementation of these phases. 
5.1. A modular algebraic optimizer 
Most of the equivalences we have presented concern the optimization of iterations 
over data collections. However, other kinds of optimizations are important in object- 
oriented database systems, which support a variety of applications and, possibly, 
methods coded in different languages [S]. To integrate all these different kinds of 
optimizations, we suggest the modular design shown in Fig. 3. It consists of an 
Query I I-b on, 
Iterations Optimizer 
Semantic 
optimizers 
Fig. 3. A modular architecture for an algebraic optimizer. 
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iterations optimizer implementing our equivalences, and an open-ended collection of 
semantic optimizers. These are dedicated to optimization dependence on the semantics 
of particular kinds of data collections and the functions applied to them. The 
iterations optimizer would ameliorate queries with respect to bulk data processing, 
and would relegate semantic optimization, such as ADT function composition, to the 
semantic optimizers. A typical example of the interaction of the different kinds of 
optimizers is given in Fig. 3. The iterations optimizers transform the query 117, 0Zl, 
using the equivalence (15) for a cascade of apply-to-all into l7~ - 9, which takes care of 
pipelining the two iterations over the data collection. Iffand g are expressions in the 
language, it would continue by optimizing their composition fig. Otherwise, this 
expression is passed to the appropriate semantic optimizer in order to transform it 
possibly into a single function that is more efficient to compute. Such a modular 
organization of the optimizer is necessary for an extensible database system [48]. 
The semantic optimizers would include (possibly) the following ones: 
(1) Optimizers for transforming constructor-specific functions. For example, re- 
writing of expressions involving union, intersection and difference over relations, such 
as the following transformation of a filter into an intersection: 
(2) Techniques of semantic optimization suggested for the relational model [32], 
e.g. use of integrity constraints. 
(3) Exploiting knowledge on the inheritance hierarchy [SS]. 
(4) Optimization of spatial data manipulations. 
As many transformations are simultaneously applicable to a query, the optimizer 
should include a search mechanism over transformation alternatives, which would 
enumerate these and choose the best ones using a cost model. The available relational 
technology [52] is directly applicable for implementing an enumeration algorithm, as 
our functional forms are a direct generalization of the relational algebra operators to 
a more general data model. In contrast, a cost model depends on the particular access 
paths and storage organizations provided by the objects’ storage manager and cannot 
be adapted directly from relational systems. Developing such a model is outside the 
scope of our paper, and we leave it to future research. 
5.2. Access plan generation 
Straube [56] has considered the generation of access plans for an object manager 
interface presenting streams of tuples over object identifiers to higher system layers. 
Access plans are generated for an object-oriented query algebra of sets over objects 
utilizing a generalization of familiar relational techniques [49]. The correspondence of 
our functional forms to the operators of the relational algebra permits an approach 
similar to theirs for generating access plans for our queries over such a storage 
manager. 
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Several prototypes of object managers for object-oriented database systems have 
been implemented, e.g. [16,61,43]. Essentially, they produce and consume single 
objects through their interface, similar to relational storage systems [4]. Thus, 
an additional translation level from access plans which manipulates streams of 
objects’ identifiers to programs accessing the object manager is needed. Freytag and 
Goodman have considered the translation of access plans over relational tables to 
iterative programs over streams of tuples [27]. These iterative programs execute 
a query over a relational storage system. Their results could provide the required 
translation level, by noting that tuples of object identities are essentially “flat” 
relational tuples, which hide the structure of composite objects. 
A more complex translation level is required in order to exploit the actual storage 
representation of composite objects. This is important when considering scans over 
nested components of a composite object. While this issue lies outside the scope of our 
paper, note that the transformation given by (38) for converting a “deep” filter into 
a “shallow” one (and similar ones for apply-to-all [37]) is the main one to use in order 
to exploit known storage schemes for composite objects which decompose their 
logical structure into different fragments [59]. 
6. Related work 
Our language extends FP [S] by including an extensible set of data collections 
instead of just sequences, consequently providing generally applicable definitions of 
functional forms. This makes our language a convenient target language for compiling 
a wide variety of database programming and query languages. The functional query 
language FQL [12] is limited, like FP, to a value-based data model with sequences only. 
Osborn [45], Zdonik and Shaw [.53], Straube [56] and Vandenberg [60] have 
considered algebraic optimization of object-oriented query languages and posed 
several equivalences over particular data models with sets (classes), multisets, arrays, 
and tuples. Although their laws are similar to some of ours, our framework extends 
theirs in several important respects. First, we provide, through the data collection 
abstraction and the careful choice of the functional forms, a general approach to 
optimize processing over any familiar kind of bulk data, including nontraditional 
ones. 
A second novel aspect of our approach is in dealing with user-defined methods. 
Only Straube’s work deals with user-defined methods, and he allows these only in 
limited contexts of particular operators. Implicitly, he shares our view of methods as 
virtual attributes, because he defines a method as a mathematical function from the 
start. Moreover, while we consider the manipulation of composite objects through 
manipulation of their representation or the application of methods, he restricts access 
to these to the methods defined for their class, which prevents the direct expression of 
useful manipulations [40]. Observe that manipulating the representation of com- 
posite objects, as used by our transformations, is useful even without making any 
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assumptions on their storage. This is due to the fact that we consider logical and not 
physical structures. Vandenberg’s work cites our approach to methods. Note that, 
while we have presented only two transformations relating particularly to methods, 
all other transformations are applicable to methods in case they are expressions of the 
language. A more extensive discussion of method optimization, including methods 
coded in general database programming languages and methods involving updates, is 
outside the scope of our paper. 
Our view of object identity as a component of a mutable object’s constructor 
permits a general statement of equivalences in terms of a generic equality relation 
instead of explicit consideration of a multitude of such relations as in some of the 
above-cited papers [45,53]. 
The Postgres group has considered relations with procedural fields which are 
essentially treated as methods (for the records in the relation) 1541. Most of the issues 
they raise [36] are concerned with materializing such fields. However, our laws 
concerning methods in Section 3 generalize their optimization strategies for process- 
ing such fields. 
Freytag and Goodman [27,26] used functional programming and program trans- 
formation techniques to study the optimization of relational queries and their transla- 
tion into iterative programs. While we use a functional programming notation and 
optimize queries by transforming functions, our approach to program transformation 
is purely algebraic [28]. Thus, transformation consists in using instances of theorems 
on programs which generally lead to more efficient programs. In contrast, Freytag 
and Goodman use to a large extent the unfold/fold transformation methodology [ 131, 
consisting of primitive unfold, fold, and simplification steps, which are guided by 
a sophisticated transformation control algorithm. It is generally accepted [24], as they 
report, that such sophisticated control is not always mechanizable, and the algebraic 
approach is preferable. We have not directly addressed the translation of queries into 
iterative programs over an object storage manager, but, as pointed out in Section 5, 
their results seem to be directly applicable to our case due to the similarity of the 
relational algebra operators and our functional forms. 
Recently, Cheng et al. [17] have advocated HiLog, a higher-order logic program- 
ming language, as a platform for database languages. They make the important 
distinction between first-order syntax and a first-order semantics, and observe that 
these are not necessarily the same. In particular, they supply a first-order semantics to 
HiLog by distinguishing between the intension and extension of functions and 
predicates, and include a mapping of intensions to extensions in the structures of 
HiLog. Our semantics for data collections containing functions is based on this idea 
within a functional language which is intended mainly for query processing and not 
metaprogramming as HiLog is. Hence, when one considers programs processing data 
structures containing functions, one has a variety of formalisms with a higher- 
order syntax but a first-order semantics from which to choose. For the purpose of 
query optimization, the choice should be based on the availability of a useful algebra 
over such programs. Such an algebra, available for programs in our language, is 
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lacking for the HiLog language. The uniformity of processing data collections within 
our framework, including those collections containing functions, shows its advantage 
as a basis for handling query processing and optimization for database programming 
environments. We are aware of no previous research on algebraic optimization which 
accounted for processing of data structures containing functions as data (and not as 
computed attributes, as in Postgres). 
Backus [S] has suggested formal functional programming (FFP) as an extension of 
FP which allows the definition of new functional forms. This is done by representing 
functional forms and functions using sequences of objects. FFP is essentially a higher- 
order FP whose semantics relies on the explicit manipulation of functions’ extensions. 
In contrast, our approach, which is based on manipulating stored functions through 
their intensions, retains FP’s first-order semantics and its useful algebra of programs. 
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